About Us:
murals your way by environmental graphics, llc has been making rooms around the world come to life for over 40 years. quality, service, and on-time delivery make us the choice for wall murals worldwide. if you can imagine it, we can create it!

we have a team of professional mural consultants waiting to help you with your mural project. we can assist you in making your mural look just the way you want. getting your mural is fast and easy with murals your way!

Industry Affiliations:

- industry member
- industry member
- industry partner
- winner of adex awards

Places you might have seen us:

our murals have been seen in movies and television; including popular shows and channels such as:

- extreme makeover home edition
- hgtv - home and garden television
- divine design with candice olson
- the today show
- the tyra show
- the antonio project
- moving up
- man caves

Cover and Header Artwork: “Sing Me a Song” by Helena Lam
Our murals are great for:

- homes
- hotels
- casinos
- lobbies
- medical facilities
- schools
- retail stores
- churches
- restaurants
- conference rooms
- fitness centers
- medical facilities
- dental offices
- schools
- retail stores
- churches
- medical facilities
- dental offices
- schools
- retail stores
- churches
- restaurants
- conference rooms
- fitness centers

Install Ideas:

- cover the entire wall with a wall mural for the biggest impact on your room
- room wrap: cover all walls with murals to encompass the room with color and style
- frame out your mural with wood trim or molding
- create a faux window by adding curtains or shutters around your mural
- frame out individual panels to appear as segmented art
- apply to a wood panels and hang on wall
- stretch canvas material around wood framing to create a work of art
- apply to your office cubical wall using thumb-tacks or velcro.
- highlight architectural details by installing in recessed ceilings, alcoves and niches
- accentuate your mural by using coordinating paint colors, pillows and accessories

How to Measure - How to Order

- choose an image from our gallery or upload your own custom image
- measure your wall or desired space
- enter the custom size that fits your wall or desired space
- optional: choose your image as grayscale, mirror it or even personalize your mural with names, logos or uploaded images
- choose your material: vinyl, canvas or repositionable smartstick.
- add to cart & checkout!

Install Ideas:

- cover the entire wall with a wall mural for the biggest impact on your room
- room wrap: cover all walls with murals to encompass the room with color and style
- frame out your mural with wood trim or molding
- create a faux window by adding curtains or shutters around your mural
- frame out individual panels to appear as segmented art
- apply to a wood panels and hang on wall
- stretch canvas material around wood framing to create a work of art
- apply to your office cubical wall using thumb-tacks or velcro.
- highlight architectural details by installing in recessed ceilings, alcoves and niches
- accentuate your mural by using coordinating paint colors, pillows and accessories

Special Features on our Website

- check out our ‘preview in a room’ feature to see what your favorite image might look like in a room setting.
- our handy ‘save to favorites’ option is a great way to store your favorite images while browsing. it can also save your dimensions and desired image cropping for your return visit. you can also share your list with family and friends!

Need Help?

if you can’t find the image you’re looking for, our design consultants can help you locate one. if you have an unusual wall or obstacles to work around (such as a window, door, lights or outlets), our design consultants may be able to help you modify the image. we may even be able to adjust the colors in an image if needed.

create a custom mural from your own art or photos

How does this work?

1. **snap**
   snap your photo*

2. **send**
   send us your photo

3. **customize**
   measure your wall and choose your size

4. **order**
   order your custom mural & get within a few days!

5. **install**
   install your mural & enjoy!

upload your own custom image at muralsyourway.com; we also accept scanned and vectorized artwork. we will check the image and will let you know if it will be ok for a custom mural. for tips on custom murals visit www.muralsyourway.com.

choose your custom size and provide any special instructions.

finally, we will send you a digital sample for your approval. then once approved, we print your mural.

if you would like to create a mural from original art or a printed photo, please send originals to:

murals your way
717 5th street south
hopkins, mn 55343

custom murals take up to 10 business days to produce. standard and expedited shipping options are available.
Personalize it and make it your own!

select one of our gallery images and add your own personal touch! choose an image online from thousands of images at muralsyourway.com on our website you can easily add personalization; just provide a brief description of the personal touch you would like to add. there are no surprises. we send a digital sample of what your final image will look like and an estimate of charges for additional graphics work. upon your final approval, we print the mural. it takes up to 10 business days to produce your mural and then we ship it!
“Birchwood Forest” by Stock Photos
“Tipanier Flower, French Polynesia 2” by Tim McKenna
“Tulips” by Mike Anthony
“Chinese Red” by Matthew Lew
“Come In Sit Back” by Matthew Lew

www.muralsyourway.com
“Dickinson Bay” by Terry Donnelly
Printing Information

materials: murals are printed on smartstick repositionable wall covering, solid vinyl fabric-backed wallcovering, or artist quality canvas. all are printed with uv protected inks with a 20 year indoor fade resistance. all are washable with mild soap and water. smartstick murals may be reinstalled over and over. vinyl murals are tear proof, fire resistant and may be removed and reinstalled once. canvas may only be installed once and is not flame resistant like vinyl.

production & delivery: murals are produced and shipped within 10 business days from the date of the approved order.

samples: samples are available for purchase. this cost is non-refundable, but will be credited back to you when you order your full size mural.

panels: the number of panels that make up your mural is determined by the size of the mural. our maximum size per panel is 51". any orders that exceed 51" will have multiple panels that will incorporate overlap. we print a 2" overlap on all panels to ensure the image will line up during installation.

100% satisfaction - guaranteed!

we take pride in the fact that our return rate is very low. our design consultants are dedicated to understanding your needs. we also have talented graphic artists who are exceptional at perfecting files to your specifications, and a production team who truly care about the product we ship to our customers. you will be glad you chose murals your way.

if you are unhappy with the quality of your mural we will work with you until you are 100% satisfied. if however, you decide you still want to return your mural, we require that you pay shipping costs and send the entire mural back to us.

Frequently Asked Questions

what sizes are available?

for gallery images, the minimum size is 24 sq.ft. for custom images the minimum size is 12 sq. ft. there is no maximum mural size.

how much do murals cost?

the price varies based on size, material and whether you select one of our images or supply one of your own custom images. when ordering a custom image of your own, there may be additional graphics charges based on the complexity of your project. we offer discounts for quantity orders and we have special rates for industry affiliates. reseller programs are available. please call one of our design consultants to get started today! 1-888-235-1318

do you accept international orders?

yes. we welcome international orders and will ship to all locations served by ups or fed ex.

are wall murals easy to install?

many customers install their murals themselves, it’s quite easy, but if you are not comfortable with hanging wall paper, we recommend that you consult a member of the guild of professional paper hangers. to find a paper hanger near you, visit: http://www.ngpp.org/zipcode/find.html

are the murals pre-pasted?

no they are not pre-pasted. vinyl and canvas will require a pre-mixed paste. our smartstick material does not require paste, simply peel and stick.

can a mural be cleaned?

yes. you may lightly wash your mural with mild soap and water. excessive scrubbing or harsh materials may damage the printed surface.

what if my wall is not smooth?

if installing on a rough surface we recommend the installation of a “liner paper”, followed by 2 coats of flat latex paint, a liner paper is simply blank wallpaper which covers irregularities in the wall surface.

murals printed on smartstick can adhere to nearly any surface - inside or out.

will my wall be damaged when i remove a wall mural to redecorate?

murals your way murals are easy to remove without chemicals and will not damage walls. please call us if you have questions about your project’s surface.

can i install a wall mural in a bathroom or other high moisture area?

yes, but we recommend that our vinyl and canvas wall murals be coated with a water -based polyurethane (1-2 light coats) to protect it from moisture. if you suspect moisture exists behind the wall, an adhesive containing mildewcide should be used.

murals printed on smartstick are treated to be waterproof.

what if i see an artist i like, but not a specific print?

please call and speak to one of our design consultants at 1-888-235-1318 or email us and we can check the availability of an image or help you find one that suits your project.

for answers to additional questions or for more information, please call 1-888-235-1318. we are available monday-friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. cst